Grade Seven Student Material List

Materials needed at school:
- One - zipper binder (3 metal rings inside)
- Two - 2” binders (3 metal rings inside)
- Twenty tab dividers
- One pencil case (with 3 holes so can be stored in binder)
- Lined paper (5 packages to start)
- Colored pencils
- Writing pens (different colors…blue, black, red, green)
- Highlighters
- Plastic Ruler (metric)
- Glue Stick
- Pencils
- Small pencil sharpener (not electric)
- White Out
- Eraser
- Basic Calculator
- 1 Combination Lock (no locks with keys – many locks have to be cut off each year due to loss of key or key being forgotten at home)
- 1 Flash Drive (2GB suggested)

Optional Materials:
- 3 pocket folders that will fit into a binder (for loose handouts) (optional)
- Felt Pen Markers (optional)
- Small Scissors (optional)

1:1 Laptops:
Students in grades 7 & 8 will be receiving netbook computers in the fall. ASD recommends that your student have a backpack with a padded computer compartment to simplify transporting the computer from home to school.

Materials that will be needed at home:
- A quiet neat, consistent study area.
- Dictionary, thesaurus – these are a must! (online version is fine).
- If taking a second language course, a translation dictionary is necessary.
  - Spanish/English
  - French/English
  - Arabic/English
Art:

Supplies needed the first day of class!
(Students can use the same sketchbook/supplies from 6th grade as long as there are ample pages)

Every student needs a spiral bound sketchbook like the one to the left. It does not have to be black, but it must be spiral bound and should measure **9x12” (A4)**. When purchasing a sketchbook, please make sure that it is for drawing and not for watercolors or some other medium. It should say “sketch” somewhere on it. We will personalize sketchbooks with students’ name in the first week of class.

Students should also have a pencil case with three pencils, an eraser, a glue stick and a pencil sharpener that will be kept in class. Students should label these supplies with their first and last name. This must be kept in class.

Music:

- **Please note:** There is a **500QR** non-refundable fee for the rental of school owned instruments. This is non-refundable. However, if students have their own instruments, or if students take chorale music, there is no fee. All band students will be provided a band method book at no cost.

PE Uniforms:

- Can I still wear last year’s uniform? Yes. For MS students that still have last year’s uniform.
- Uniforms can be purchased at **Zak’s Trading Company: 450-6940** (Always call to confirm hours of operation! This is a stress reduction initiative.). Zak’s is a store located between the intersections of Decoration Round About and Vegetable Market Round About on Salwa Road.
- Every student needs a spiral notebook for his or her health unit rotation.
- Every student needs a swim cap for the pool rotation and goggles are strongly recommended.

**Note:** The ASD Booster Club Store will be selling the TI 89 and TI 84 calculators (limited availability) and 3-ring binders next school year in the BC store.

*** The school will provide a planner at the beginning of the year ***

**Specialty teachers may request other supplies when school begins.**